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CLOUD SERVICES
Cloud computing opens the door to new ways of working,
communicating and collaborating. Companies are discovering
a vast range of operational, process and ﬁscal eﬃciencies,
from company-wide email to custom applications and
comprehensive networking and security systems by moving to
a Cloud-based solution.
IN FOCUS
Managed Cloud Services
give companies access
a world of technology on
demand, from software
and infrastructure to
support and staﬀ. Eﬀective
Cloud strategies reduce
the cost burden of
purchase, storage,
management and
maintenance, while
maximizing the capacity
and ROI of a company’s
private, public and hybrid
technology environments.

Supra ITS operates state of the art data centres that provide a powerful, safe and scalable
platform for our customers’ private and public Cloud needs. Supported by a certiﬁed team
of engineers with experience in the major cloud platforms, we are ideally positioned to help
customers plan, implement and migrate to a managed cloud environment.

SAAS

PAAS

IAAS

Software
as a Service

Platform
as a Service

Infrastructure
as a Service

Email
CRM
Collaborative
ERP

Application Development
Decision Support
Web
Streaming

Caching
Legacy
Networking
Security
File
Technical
System Mgmt

CONSUME

BUILD ON IT

MIGRATE TO IT

CLOUD SERVICES
WHAT’S THE
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PROBLEM

WHAT YOU

NEED

WHAT WE

Business today operate in
hybrid environments,
with dedicated hardware
and Cloud infrastructure
supporting business
operations. In-house
resources can rarely
support such increasingly
complex and evolving
environments eﬀectively,
which is where a Managed
Services Provider can help.

The appeal of the Cloud
is the opportunity
to streamline operations
and lower costs associated
with infrastructure investments, services and the
management needed to
deliver comparable
performance from internally
managed resources.

As a technology partner with
extensive cloud capabilities,
we help companies select,
move to and manage a
best-of-breed, practical cloud
computing solution.

A shopping list of big ticket items - from
networks, servers and hardware to
software and business applications –
create a constant drain on budget and
resources. When inventory multiplies, so
does the cost.
The capacity of these assets is rarely
maximised, but the expertise required

DO

Over time, every businesses developes a
unique technology environment of
desktops, databases, networks and
storage. With so much on the line, we
understand that a move from older

Sophisticated software and applications,

technology investments to the Cloud can

and faster, better networking and

be a challenging call.

hardware are helping businesses
improve operations – but these tools and

Sometimes smaller steps make sense,

technologies come with capital costs that

and from single product or service

challenge budgets. The range of Cloud

solutions, we can develop an integrated

products and services now available help

approach and customized solution that

smaller companies to be smarter, lighter

reduces IT costs while adding new

and more nimble than ever before.

capabilities, greater performance and
new eﬃciencies to your business.

Business in the Cloud
Supra ITS Cloud Services

to install, manage, maintain and upgrade

Collaboration

systems is considerable.

CRM

Automatic software upgrades

Expertise on-demand

Certiﬁed Cloud engineers

Flexible storage

Flexible billing

Complex, expensive infrastructure

Improve accessibility

Major reduction in IT costs

Conﬁguration & testing time

Infrastructure-as-a-Service

Mobile and desktop device support

Cost of maintenance, support

Low-no infrastructure costs

Remote access from anywhere

In-house IT requires storage space

Platform-as-a-Service

Investments become outdated

Reduce capital costs

Simpliﬁed, integrated systems
management

Limited support availability

Scalable services and billing

SLAs geared to your business

One-oﬀ expences damage budget

Secure systems and environment

Streamline business processes

Stuck with obsolete purchases

Service reliability

User conﬁguration

Unscalable, inﬂexible systems

Software-as-a-Service

Virtual private Cloud

Wasted IT investments

Streamline processes

Traditional IT environment

Support on-demand
Systems and platform integration

Call : +1 905 593 1050
Email : talktous@supraits.com
Web : www.supraits.com

